So further progress depends on studying the map e. For the projective L groups L%(tt) with it a finite 2-group, this was done by L. 
In this note we initiate an attack on this problem from a different direction, that of product formulae for surgery obstructions.
Under certain circumstances we demonstrate the existence of "semicharacteristic classes" and relate the surgery obstructions of surgery problems of the form (**) id xf: Mx X M -> Mx X N with 7tx(Mx) = irx and itx(N) = ir to a certain product Xi^C-^i)' tr(°*(/)) m Li(trx X 77), or when appropriate simplifying conditions are not present, to a formula only slightly more complicated (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4).
These results are applied in §4 to give a direct proof of the Morgan-Pardon, Taylor-Williams result for the group tr = Z/2 X Z/4, which is the simplest case in which a surgery obstruction occurs which is trivial in L%(it) but not in L^(tr), and provide the main intuitions for the key step in [10] , where ideas of Clauwens [6] are used to completely classify surgery obstructions for closed manifolds with finite fundamental group crossed with the Kervaire problem.
We thank Ian Hambleton for a careful reading of a preliminary version and some valuable comments. We shall obtain an analogous result for normal maps /: M" -* N" of closed oriented manifolds with finite fundamental group irx(N) = m, such that the kernel modules K+(M) are torsion of projective length 1. In Theorems 1.11 and 1.14 we shall prove that the surgery obstruction of such a normal map with simply-connected Kervaire invariant 0 if n = 4k + 2 and Kf(M) = 0 if n = 2i + 1 is given by 
Evaluating the surgery obstruction. In this section we study the question of when the surgery obstruction o-"(/) e Ln(Z[ir]) of an ^-dimensional normal map /: M -> N with trx(N)= it is determined only by the kernel Z[w]-modules

Km(M) = ker(A: H*(M) -+ H*(N)
is the Witt group of ( -)'-quadratic formations (K,X,p; F,G), with (K, X,p) a nonsingular ( -)'-quadratic form and F, G projective (resp. free) lagrangians. For n = 2/ + 1 the map 3 in 1.2 is given by
[P] -> (//(_)/'(P © -P)\ P © -P, P ®{-P)*)
with P, -P f.g. projective Z[7r]-modules such that P © (-P) and P © (-P Proof. We shall make repeated use of the next lemma, whose proof is obvious. and hence that Kr(Wu+1)) = ATr(M(^) if r*j,j+ 1,
The exact sequences
are naturally identified with the exact sequences M/)-(c,*)ei,(zM) (Ranicki [15] ). Proposition 1.9 can also be proved by algebraic surgery on (C, t//). □ B. The even-dimensional case. The quadratic kernel (C,yp) of a 2/'-dimensional normal map /: M2' -* TV2' determines a (-)'-quadratic form is a projective lagrangian of (Kf(dW), X, p). In particular, this is the case if (g, 3g)
is (/ -l)-connected, with Kr(oW) = Kr(W) = 0 for r =£ i, when the lagrangian is in fact free. is such that
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are naturally identified with the exact sequences
respectively, and in particular and Pf* is a projective lagrangian of the nonsingular (-)'-symmetric form (A",( Af0)),
For / even Hf(Z2, Z[ir]) = 0 (since a -> a is the oriented involution on Z[w]), so that P* is a projective lagrangian of the (-/-quadratic form (iC,(A/(,)), X(,),/i(,)).
It is now immediate from Remark 1.4 that the surgery obstruction is given by
and Theorem 1.11 is proved in this case. For /' odd Hf(Z2, Z[ir]) is a direct sum of copies of Z2, one for each element in it of order 1 or 2. It remains to understand the failure of /x(,)(P,*) to be 0.
First consider the localization exact sequence
Since /: A/ -» A7 is a rational homotopy equivalence, the surgery obstruction
(Alternatively, note that Q ® Pf is a free lagrangian of Q ® (A",(A/(,)), X(/),ji(0).) Thus the surgery obstruction must come from the torsion L-group. Moreover, since we are dealing with a closed manifold surgery obstruction with finite fundamental group, the restriction to the Sylow-2-subgroup determines the surgery obstruction, and we may assume from now on that it is a finite 2-group. But the image of Lemma 1.12. Let (V,d>,yp) be a nonsingular (-\)-quadratic form over Z(ir), it a finite 2-group, such that (V, <j>) admits a free lagrangian F and (V,(p,yp) admits a projective lagrangian L. Then (V,<p,yp) admits a free lagrangian.
for L and L*, respectively, and suppose ex • ■ ■ em, ef • • • e* are bases for F, and F*, respectively. Now, project p: L -> F, where p is projection rel P*. We claim it is possible to choose L so that p is an isomorphism. Indeed, the Jacobson radical J in Z2(tr) satisfies Z2(tt)/J = F2, the field with two elements and tensoring over Z2(7r) with F2 we obtain p: F2m (= F2 ® L) -^ P2m. If p(f\),..., p(ff) are independent, but if p(fr+x) is dependent on the previous r vectors, then p(fr*+,) must be independent of p(fx),...,p(fr). Hence, after a finite number of interchanges, the claim is true over F2. But this implies the truth of the claim over Z2(w) by standard arguments. Hence there is an a g GLm(Z2(ir)) so that p • a = I, i.e. Pi<*ifi)) = e" 1 < i < m. 2. Algebraic surgery semi-invariants. In §1 we showed that the surgery obstruction a^(f) cz Lh1(Z[tr]) of an ^-dimensional normal map /: M" -> N" with 7rx(N) = it could in certain circumstances be expressed in terms of the projective semicharacteristic invariant X1/2-E (-)yx(j:y(AO)e*0(zM).
7<«/2
We shall now describe a general approach to such surgery semi-invariants using the algebraic theory of Ranicki involves the cobordism groups LX(A,S) of S"Vl-acyclic (n -1/dimensional quadratic Poincare complexes (C, yp) over A with xs(C) g X cz Kx(A,S). If X contains the elements xS(A/sA) (s g S) the S-torsion L-groups L2j(A,S) (resp. L2i+X(A,S)) may be identified with the Witt groups of (-)'-quadratic linking forms (resp. formations) defined using PL 1 S-torsion /4-modules M with x5(A/) cz X cz KX(A, S), otherwise they are the Witt groups of formal differences of such objects with virtual S-torsion characteristic in X. See Chapter 3 of Ranicki [16] for the details, and also Pardon [11] , Carlsson- Milgram [4] for the localization exact sequence of Witt groups.
Theorem 2.5. The algebraic L-theory localization exact sequences for * -invariant subgroups Y C X cz KX(A,S) fit together in a commutative diagram of exact se-
Proof. This is just a restatement of Proposition 3. P -t,U-+u.
In fact, this example turns out to be a special case of the product formula, which we will apply in Corollary 4.10 to obtain the complete answer for this group.
The following result provides a nice example of the use of the torsion projective semicharacteristic (Theorem 1.11). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
In fact one of us will show in [10] that the Morgan-Pardon example is, in a very precise sense, the only iterated product that can occur for surgery problems with finite fundamental group. Indeed, [10] , building on the work initiated here will show that the only possible obstructions in these cases occur from products RP4,+1, situations induced up from Morgan-Pardon examples, and situations induced up from Cappell-Shaneson examples.
However, the structure of product formulae is much richer when we look at infinite groups. Indeed, both the Milnor and Kervaire problems can be producted arbitrarily often with circles to obtain nontrivial surgery problems in Lhn(Z[Zk]).
